Abstract-Evolutionary programming(EP) focus on the search step size which decides the ability of escaping local minima, however does not touch the issue of search in promising region. Estimation of Distribution Algorithms(EDAs) focus on where the promising region is, however have less consideration about behavior of each individual in solution search algorithms. Since the basic ideas of EP and EDAs are quite different, it is possible to make them reinforce each other. In this paper, we present a hybrid evolutionary framework to make use of both the ideas of EP and EDAs through introducing a mini estimation operator into EP's search cycle. Unlike previous EDAs that use probability density function(PDF), the estimation mechanism used in the proposed framework is the k-nearest neighbor estimation which can perform better with relative small amount of training samples. Our experimental results have shown that the incorporation of machine learning techniques, such as knearest neighbor estimation, can improve the performance of evolutionary optimisation algorithms for a large number of benchmark functions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary programming (EP) [1] is one of the most important optimization methodology in the field of evolutionary computation, and has been applied with success to many numerical and combinatorial optimization problems [2] [3] [4] [5] . Although there are many empirical and theoretical studies improved EP's performance in past years, e.g., [6] [7] [8] [9] , the basic idea for optimization by EP is yet with two major steps: mutation and selection. The generate-and-test formulation of EP indicates that mutation is a key search operator which generates new solutions from the current ones. Fogel [3] [10] and Bäck and Schwefel [11] have indicated that EP with self-adaptive mutation usually performs better than EP without self-adaptive mutation for the functions they tested. Continuous studies showed that long jumps such as Cauchy mutations [6] and Lévy mutations [7] can help individuals escaping local minima efficiently. However, EP's search strategies does not care about where is the promising region it should go, but to escape local minima.
Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) are another approach method of population based search algorithms that generate new population from the estimated distribution based on current promising solutions. Early EDAs for continuous optimization presumed that selected vector is a random sample from a single Gaussian distribution. Improved versions of EDAs turn to using Gaussian mixture distributions [12] [13] [14] [15] by incorporating clustering techniques. Obviously, new populations generated based on a wrong estimation would be likely to be in the wrong search area, and vice versa. The performance of EDAs depends on whether the predictive accuracy of estimator is higher enough or not. Statistically, the larger the amount of learning samples and the higher performance the estimate method, the more accurate the prediction will be. It seems that EDAs does not care about how to take advantage of the independent behavior of each individual.
The basic ideas of EP and EDAs are quite different: EP uses the action of each individual, while EDAs use estimation with information included in population. It is interesting for us to see what results will be if these two kinds of optimization methodologies are connected together. On this point, this paper presents a hybrid evolutionary framework to make use of both the idea of EP and EDAs. Unlike previous EDAs that use probability density function(PDF), the estimation mechanism used in the proposed framework is the k-nearest neighbor estimation [16] [17] which belongs to the same class of non-parametric estimation in machine learning as PDF estimation, and which performs better than PDF methods with relative small amount of training samples. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework, both the Gaussian mutations which is with relative small jumps and Cauchy mutations which is with relative long jumps were used to have comparisons with their independent used algorithms that CEP and FEP respectively. Experimental results show that the guided CEP (GCEP) and the guided FEP (GFEP) outperform CEP and FEP significantly on many optimization problems respectively. This result conducts that the promotion out of machine learning is encouraging.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief review of and primary analysis on EP's self-adaptive mutations, the basic ideas of EDAs, and nonparametric estimation in the field of machine learning. Section III introduces the k-nearest neighbor estimation and shows how to make prediction to guide the search of evolutionary programming. Thus a hybrid evolutionary framework was proposed. Section IV presents the experimental results on 23 benchmark functions to assess the performance of the proposed framework, where the impacts of the k-nearest neighbor estimation were also observed in detail according to the ratio used by EP. Section V gives the final conclusion and some remarks.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PRIMARY ANALYSIS

A. Evolutionary Programming
Optimization by Evolutionary Programming (EP) can be summarized into two major steps: 1) mutate the solutions in the current population; 2) select the next generation from the mutated and the current solutions. Each individual is taken as a pair of real-valued vectors ( x i , η i ), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , μ}, where x i 's are objective vectors variables and η i 's are standard deviations for mutations (also known as strategy parameters in self-adaptive evolutionary algorithms). For each current individual ( x i , η i ), the update equations are
where
, and η i (j) denote the j-th component of the vectors x i , x i , η i and η i , respectively. N (0, 1) denotes a normally distributed one-dimensional random number with mean zero and standard deviation one. N j (0, 1) indicates that the random number is generated anew for each value of j. The factors τ and τ are commonly set to ( 2 √ n) −1 and ( √ 2n) −1 [11] . Based on above framework, Cauchy mutation and Lévy mutations are also studied. That is, they are introduced into Eq.(2) to substitute Gaussian mutation. Usually, EP using Gaussian mutations is called classical evolutionary programming(CEP), EP using Cauchy mutations is called fast evolutionary programming (FEP), and EP using Lévy mutations is called the adaptive LEP.
It is apparent, EP's mutations only focus on what probability distribution is more suitable for generating offsprings, and the self-adaption mechanism focus on how to enlarge or shrink the size of the search neighborhood.
B. Estimation Distribution Algorithms
According to [18] , EDAs can be categorized into four classes. Algorithms belonging to the first class assume that the variance are independent of each other and the joint probability density function for n-dimensional vector x = (x 1 , · · · , x n ) can be factorized according to p( x) = n i=1 p(x i ); in class two, pairwise dependencies are considered; approaches of the third class take any multivariate interdependencies into account. EDAs of the last class use mixture distributions for conquering multimodal functions. Continuous optimization by EDAs can be summarized into the following framework [18] . 1) Initialize a population of N individuals randomly The basic ideas of EDAs are based on probability density function(PDF), that is the step 3 of above framework. In principle, PDF is corresponding to the Parzen-window [19] method in the field of machine learning. Therefore, EDAs have the same difficulties as those estimation methods of machine learning on condition when training samples are not much enough. Since results out of probability based estimations have risks unavoidably, it is not an appropriate manner that using EDAs without considering estimation errors. On this point of view, that EDAs together with nonestimation algorithms such as EP may be one of promising way.
C. The Non-Parametric Estimation in Machine Learning
The k-nearest neighbor [18] and Parzen windows [19] are belong to the same non-parametric estimation in machine learning. The basic ideas behind many of the methods of estimating an unknown probability density function are very simple. For non-parametric estimation, the most fundamental technique rely onp
denotes the estimated probability of vector x falling in the region R N with volume V N using N samples, and k N means the number of samples falling in region R N . There are two common ways of obtaining sequences of regions that satisfies the convergent conditions [17] . One is to shrink an initial region by specifying the volume V N as some function of N , such as V N = 1/ √ N . This is basically the Parzen-window method. The second is to specify k N as some function of N , such as k N = √ N . This is k-nearest neighbor estimation method.
The k-nearest neighbor rules, that the obvious extension of the k-nearest neighbor estimation, its estimate error P have been proved within error bounds P * ≤ P ≤ 2P * [17] , where P * denotes Bayes rate. The characteristic of the k-nearest neighbor rule different from Parzen-window method is that the former estimate posterior probability, while the later estimate the conditional density. Although non-parametric estimation requires sufficient samples, the k-nearest neighbor rule still possess better classification performance in the case of using deficient samples. On this point of view, the knearest neighbor estimation has the ability to guide EP's search in promising region.
III. EVOLUTIONARY PROGRAMMING WITH k-NEAREST NEIGHBOR ESTIMATION
A. Promising Region and k-Nearest Neighbor Estimation
A global minimization problem can be formalized as a pair (S, f ), where S ⊆ R n is a bounded set on R n and f : S → R is an n-dimensional real-valued function. The problem is to find a point x * ∈ S such that f (x * ) is a global minimum on S. More specifically, it is required to find an x * ∈ S such that
where f does not need to be continuous but it must be bounded [6] . It is apparent, if the region where the global minima exist could be predicted by some mechanism, the space for search would be shrunk to a limited area. The more the predictive accuracy, the faster the convergence rate is, whereas the slower the the convergence rate is, since an missprediction may waste some computation resources and may make individuals fall into local minima. That is, there is an estimation risk of search with machine learning.
The k-nearest neighbor rule can partition the space into cells consisting all points closer to a given training point x (an individual) than to any other training points(other individuals). All points in such a cell are thus lablled by the category of the training point -a so-called voroni tesselation of the space [17] . Nevertheless, according to the request of global optimization, the only concerned problem of optimization is where the global minimum exist in, although search space can be divided into several partitions with training samples. On this point of view, here we denote the cell which is predicted as the region where the global minima may exist possibly as C P , and its representative point as x P which can be calculated as follows.
As to the promising region that the cell C P , the associated problem is how to generate offsprings in it. It is because the bounds of C P are usually irregular. If we want to generate offsprings within C P with the rule of voroni tesselation strictly, we will face the problem of constrained evolutionary optimization which is not wanted here. To deal with this problem, we can ignore the really shape of C P , and replace it with a regular neighborhood of x P simply. Thus the method of generating offsprings in promising region can be as follows.
where x P denotes the new generated offspring in promising region, U (−0.5, 0.5) denotes an uniform random number bounded on [−0.5, 0.5], and η i (j) denotes the strategy parameter of j-th component of the i-th individual. It is apparent, if the estimated promising region just covered the global minimum, the task of searching the global minimum could be achieved by generating many offsprings in C P greedily. However, prediction with machine learning are usually based on probability. In principle, the more the amount of training samples, the more larger the predictive accuracy, otherwise the more larger the estimation risk. Therefor in practice, we should limit the estimation works to a certain probability.
B. The Framework of Introducing Estimation into Evolutionary Programming
In this section, we discuss EP algorithms for function optimization guided by the k-nearest neighbor estimation. The hybridisation framework of EP and the k-nearest neighbor estimation is as follows.
Step 1 Generate the initial population of μ individuals, and set c = 1. Each individual is taken as a pair of realvalued vectors, (X i , η i ), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , μ}, where X i s are objective variables and η i s are strategy parameters in self-adaptive evolutionary algorithms.
Step 2 Evaluate the fitness score for each individual (X i , η i ), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , μ}, of the population based on the objective function, f (X i ). Use k-nearest neighbor rule to get the reference vector X P by Eq. (3), where the k means the number of "good" individuals, and can be set to 1 or √ μ alternately.
Step 3 Each parent (X i , η i ), i = 1, · · · , μ, creates a temporary points (X T i , η i ) in promising region with the probability P kN N by
Step 4 For
, and η i (j) denote the j-th component of the vectors X T i , X i , η i and η i , respectively. ψ denotes an one-dimensional random number generated by a certain probability distribution. ψ j indicates that the random number is generated anew for each value of j. The factors τ and τ are commonly set to ( 2 √ n) −1 and
Step 5 Calculate the fitness of each offspring (X i , η i ), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , μ}.
Step 6 Select the μ individuals out of the pair of (X i , η i ) and (X i , η i ), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , μ}, that have the better fitness score to be parents of the next generation.
Step 7 Stop if the halting criterion is satisfied; otherwise, c = c + 1 and go to Step 2. It should be indicated, when ψ denotes a Gaussian random number, the above framework becomes a guided CEP (GCEP); and when ψ denotes a Cauchy random number, the above framework becomes a guided FEP (GFEP). Additionally, Gehlhaar and Fogel [8] showed that swapping the order of (7) and (8) may improve CEP's performance, while it seems have none of distinct improvement for the proposed framework.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we apply the proposed framework to function optimization problems given in Table I to view its performance, the strongpoint as well as the weakness. Functions f 1 -f 13 are high-dimensional problems. Functions f 1 -f 5 are unimodal. Function f 6 is the step function, which has one minimum and is discontinuous. Function f 7 is a noisy quartic function. Functions f 8 -f 13 are multimodal functions where the number of local minima increase exponentially with the problem dimensions. Functions f 14 -f 23 are lowdimensional functions which have only a few local minima. In all experiments, we set population size μ = 100, the initial η = 3.0. For CEP and FEP, the tournament size are both q = 10 for selection (GCEP and GFEP do not use the tournament selection). The initial population was generated uniformly at random in the range as specified in descriptions of 23 benchmark functions.
According to different point of view, experiments are divided into two parts. Firstly, since estimation may make errors, it is necessary for us to view the impact of parameter P kN N on optimization performance. Then we can learn some experiences. Secondly, we should have a comparison between EP with estimation but without tournament technique(i.e., GCEP and GFEP) and EP with tournament technique but without estimation(i.e., CEP and FEP).
A. Optimization Performance with Different Settings of Estimation Parameters
In order to view the impacts of parameter P kN N on optimization performance, here we set the probability used for estimation to { 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1 }, where P kN N = 0 denotes EP is without estimation and tournament selection technique. Experimental results are summarized in Table II and Table III respectively. All results have been averaged over 50 runs. Based on these experimental results, we have analysis and experiences as follows.
• Without estimation and tournament selection technique, i.e., the case P kN N = 0, EP's performance (both in using Gaussian and Cauchy mutations) degraded sharply on all high-dimensional problems(f 1 -f 13 ). This results shows that the tournament selection technique plays an important role but is not the only way, since introducing estimation into EP's search cycle can also improve EP's performance evidently, however have different results with different setting of parameter P kN N .
• It is also detrimental to improving EP's performance that piling too many expectations on the capability of estimation. The results of EP with estimation in the case of P kN N = 1 showed the trouble clearly. The matter is reasonable, since it is unavoidable that estimation may make errors. In this case, optimization performance is also decided by the ability of escaping local minima of mutations.
• For GCEP which uses Gaussian mutations, it seems that it with P kN N = 0.1 can make relative better results than with other settings in the mass. While for GFEP which uses Cauchy mutations, it seems that it with P kN N = 0.2 can make relative better results than with other settings in the mass. This result shows that the setting of P kN N is better with relative small value.
B. Comparison with CEP and FEP
CEP and FEP use tournament selection technique, while GCEP and GFEP use k-nearest neighbor estimation. It is necessary to having comparisons between GCEP and CEP, as well as between GFEP and FEP to show how the power estimation is. For the GCEP and the GFEP, we set P kN N = 0.1 and P kN N = 0.2 respectively according to the cognitive experiences about the relation between evolution and estimation. That is, Cauchy mutation can escape local minima much faster than Gaussian mutation, when the k-nearest neighbor estimation makes incorrect predictions. Experimental results are summarized in Table IV . All results have been averaged over 50 runs. It is apparent, GCEP and GFEP performs better than CEP and FEP significantly on many benchmark functions respectively.
In order to view what profits that EP can obtain from knearest neighbor estimation, and how importance that long jumps play in evolution, we take out some operations from GFEP to do experiments. The one, we do not use estimation and tournament selection technique, i.e., we run the proposed framework without Eq.(5). Conveniently, we call the framework with this setting the bare-FEP. The other, we do not use mutation and tournament selection technique, i.e., we run the proposed framework without Eq. (7). Conveniently, we call the framework with this setting the bare-estimation. Fig. 1,  Fig.2, and Fig.3 showed the averaged optimization curves of these two settings and GFEP with P kN N = 0.2 on unimodal functions f 1 and f 3 , and multimodal function f 8 . It is clear, estimation is good at making prediction when the global minimum is easy being learned, while Cauchy mutation is good at helping individuals escaping local minima when estimation losses some predictive accuracy. The hybridiastion of EP with Cauchy mutation and the k-nearest neighbor estimation seems that it can produce a promising solution.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Evolutionary programming (EP) is one of the most important optimization methodology in the field of evolutionary computation, while Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) are another approach method of population based search algorithms that generate new population from the estimated distribution based on current promising solutions. This paper presents a hybrid evolutionary framework to make use of both the idea of EP and EDAs. Unlike previous EDAs that use probability density function(PDF), the estimation mechanism used in the proposed framework is the k-nearest neighbor estimation which had been proved being better than PDF methods with relative small amount of training samples in the field of machine learning. Experimental study shows that the idea of EP and EDAs can be connected to make reinforce each other: estimation can guide EP's search in promising region, while EP's long jumps can help those poorguided individuals escaping local minima efficiently. Our primary results showed, although the proposed framework is simple yet and not so perfect, it is a promising way to make benefits using different ideas of evolution together. [6] . (x i + 1)
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